
CHAPTER 3

PHASE DIAGRAMS

3.1 MOTIVATION

One of the most powerful tools for studying the development of microstruc-
ture is the equilibrium phase diagram. A phase diagram embodies infor-
mation derived from the thermodynamic principles described in Chap. 2,
specialized for a particular range of compositions and presented in a form
that makes the data readily accessible. The diagram shows the phases
present in equilibrium, as well as the composition of the phases over a
range of temperatures and pressures. In this text, we will not normally
be concerned with the effect of pressure on thermodynamic equilibrium as
we will work almost entirely with condensed phases (solids and liquids) in
systems open to the atmosphere. We will thus for the most part assume
that the pressure is constant.

Before we begin, it should be noted that thermodynamics tells us what
should happen, i.e., it identifies the lowest energy configuration. How-
ever, as already stated in Chap. 2, it does not guarantee that that is what
will happen, as the behavior of the real system may be constrained by ki-
netic processes, such as solute or heat transport. Nevertheless, we will
frequently make the assumption that there is sufficient time for these pro-
cesses to establish local thermodynamic equilibrium at the solid-liquid in-
terface, if not in the entire system. This will allow us to use the infor-
mation in equilibrium phase diagrams, even in cases where transport is
incomplete.

The present chapter provides some fundamental concepts and tools
for analyzing phase diagrams building upon the basics of thermodynam-
ics and deviations from equilibrium that were presented in Chap. 2. We
then apply these tools to binary and ternary systems. Although examples
related to real systems are occasionally given, the emphasis in this chap-
ter is on general features and classifications, rather than on particular
systems. We will also describe how phase diagrams can be derived from
thermodynamic data.

The two main ingredients derived in Chap. 2 used extensively in this
chapter are the tangent rule construction to find equilibrium conditions,
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and Gibbs’ phase rule. The tangent rule ensures that the chemical po-
tentials of all chemical elements are equal in the various phases present.
Gibbs’ phase rule, derived from this equilibrium principle, states that:

NF = Nc � N� + 2 (3.1)

where NF is the number of degrees of freedom of a system made of Nc com-
ponents when N� phases are present. The integer 2 comes from the two
independent thermodynamic variables, i.e., the pressure p and the tem-
perature T . If we restrict ourselves to condensed phases open to the atmo-
sphere, i.e., to a constant pressure, Eq. (3.1) becomes

NF = Nc � N� + 1 (3.2)

The utility of Gibbs’ phase rule will become clearer through the following
examples and applications.

3.2 BINARY SYSTEMS

Unary systems have been discussed in Chap. 2, and we turn our attention
here to more interesting phenomena presented by alloys, i.e., mixtures of
two or more components. Confining our attention to systems at constant
pressure, where Eq. (3.2) applies, one can immediately see that things be-
come more interesting when there are two components. Two phases may
coexist over a range of compositions and temperatures, whereas invariant
points now involve three phases, as opposed to two in unary systems. Since
this book deals with solidification, we will focus on binary systems in which
the liquid phase coexists with one or possibly two solid phases (invariant
points). As a matter of fact, the various types of binary phase diagrams are
classified according to the types of transformations and invariant reactions
present.

Key Concept 3.1: Gibbs’ Phase Rule in Binary Systems

Gibbs’ phase rule implies that in binary systems at equilibrium under
constant pressure, solid and liquid phases can co-exist over a range
of temperatures and compositions. Further, invariant reactions in bi-
nary systems involve three phases in equilibrium.

As we shall see, the equilibrium phase diagram of a system is a direct
result of the common tangent construction rule applied to the Gibbs free
energy curves of the various phases that may be present. The liquid phase
will be approximated by a regular solution model. For pedagogical pur-
poses, the same approximation will be made for the solid phase although
it certainly does not represent an accurate description of all systems. For
example, an intermetallic phase cannot be well represented by such an ap-
proximation. On the other hand, invariant points, where the liquid phase
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is in equilibrium with two distinct solid phases, necessitate the introduc-
tion of two Gibbs free energy curves for these solid phases. We will see how
such invariant situations can be modeled in a simple way, using only one
regular solution curve for the description of two solid phases. However, we
will first describe the most simple case in which a liquid is in equilibrium
with only one solid phase, i.e., the isomorphous system. This will allow us
to see how solidification proceeds under equilibrium conditions and to de-
fine more precisely the evolutions of the composition and phase fractions
in a binary system.

3.2.1 Isomorphous systems: preliminary concepts

Key Concept 3.2: Isomorphous binary alloys

The simplest possible binary alloy phase diagram is called an isomor-
phous system, in which the liquid and solid phases are completely
miscible over the entire composition range. In such systems, the indi-
vidual components must have identical crystal structures, the atomic
sizes of the individual components must be within about 15% of each
other, and the components must have similar electronegativities.

Example systems that possess these attributes are Cu-Ni and Fe-Mn,
but much more complicated molecular systems such as the pagioclase mix-
ture NaAlSi

3

O
8

(albite)-CaAl
2

Si
2

O
8

(anorthite) are also known to exhibit
isomorphous phase diagrams.

A schematic isomorphous phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3.1, display-
ing the phases present at various temperatures and compositions. The
diagram consists of three regions: at high temperature, there is a liquid
solution, designated `; at low temperature there is a solid solution desig-
nated ↵, and in the intermediate region, there is a mixture of solid and
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Fig. 3.1 An isomorphous phase diagram.
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liquid phases. The liquidus is defined as the curve Tliq(XB) above which
the system is fully liquid, and the solidus is defined as the curve Tsol(XB)
below which it is fully solid. To the extent possible, we will represent the
liquid in red, the solid in blue, and use variously colored shaded regions to
denote multiphase mixtures. The liquidus and solidus curves must meet
at the two ends of the diagram, corresponding to the pure components A or
B, since these are actually unary systems, with one less degree of freedom.
At each temperature T and alloy composition XB0

, we will want to keep
track of the following quantities: the phases present (↵, `), the composition
of each phase (XB↵, XB`), and the fraction of the total amount of material
corresponding to each individual phase (�↵, �`). The �i are expressed as
fractions of the total, so that �↵ + �` = 1.

Consider the alloy with composition XB0

as shown in Fig. 3.1. Above
the liquidus, or below the solidus, we will have at equilibrium a homo-
geneous liquid or solid, respectively, with composition XB0

. At tempera-
ture T

0

, the liquid and solid phases coexist for alloy XB0

. Notice that this
would be true for any alloy with a composition between XB↵ and XB`, indi-
cated on the diagram. Indeed, when the temperature is fixed, the number
of degrees of freedom is reduced by one and Gibbs’ phase rule becomes
NF = Nc � N�. For a system with two phases and two components, there
is no degree of freedom left and the compositions of the solid and liquid
phases remain constant for any alloy with an overall composition in the
interval XB↵  XB0

 XB` at temperature T
0

. Since the composition of
the liquid is fixed at XB`(T0

) and that of the solid at XB↵(T
0

) when these
two phases coexist, the amount of each phase must vary if the overall alloy
composition XB0

is changed. As was demonstrated in Chap. 2, these two
compositions are given by the intersection of the common tangent to the
two Gibbs free energy curves Gm

↵ (T
0

) and Gm
` (T

0

). The segment connect-
ing the two compositions located at the phase boundaries (liquidus and
solidus lines in this case) is called a tie-line and is a general feature of not
only binary but also multi-component systems.

Since the compositions of the individual phases are known in the two-
phase region, we may readily compute the fraction of each phase present,
�↵ and �`. The total amount of solute must be equal to XB0

, thus giving

�↵XB↵ + �`XB` = XB0

(3.3)

Substituting for �` = 1 � �↵ and solving Eq. (3.3) for �↵ yields the inverse
lever rule, given by

�↵ =
XB` � XB0

XB` � XB↵
; �` =

XB0

� XB↵

XB` � XB↵
(3.4)

Note that Eq. (3.4) applies for any two-phase region in a binary alloy sys-
tem, and is not restricted to isomorphous systems. It may also sometimes
be known simply as the lever rule (omitting “inverse”), and these names
will be used interchangeably.
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Up to this point, we have described everything related to alloys in
terms of the mole fraction. This is convenient for thermodynamic develop-
ment, and is the most appropriate choice for computing phase diagrams as
will be described later in this chapter. However, materials scientists often
work with other measures of composition. For example, when preparing
an alloy, one normally begins by weighing the components before mixing,
and, in this case, it would therefore be more natural to work with mass
fractions, rather than mole fractions. When we consider a microstructure
in a metallographic section, however, phases appear in proportion to their
surface area or equivalently to their volume fraction. Depending on the
particular components and phases, the three measures may be quite dif-
ferent. The various measures for the compositions and phase fractions are
defined in Key Concept 3.3. Notice that we have not included a measure
for volume fraction of components in individual phases, as this is generally
not a meaningful quantity. Instead, one uses the concentration, measured
as ⇢J , the mass per unit volume of component J . Note that the composi-
tion can be directly obtained from the product ⇢CJ , where ⇢ is the density
of the phase and CJ the mass fraction of component J in this phase. It
can naturally be very confusing with all these different definitions and we
thus take the time to define everything carefully.

Key Concept 3.3: Composition measures and symbols

Base Phase composition Definition

moles XJ moles of component J / total moles
mass CJ mass of component J / total mass
Base Relative amount Definition

moles �⌫ moles of phase ⌫ / total moles
mass f⌫ mass of phase ⌫ / total mass
volume g⌫ volume of phase ⌫ / total volume

One can readily convert the different measures of composition using
the molecular weights of the components and the densities of the phases.
Continuing with the example introduced in Fig. 3.1, the composition of
the ↵ phase at temperature T

0

can be expressed as a mass fraction CB↵,
given by

CB↵ =
Mass B

Total mass
=

MBXB↵

MBXB↵ + MA(1 � XB↵)
=

MBXB↵

MA + (MB � MA)XB↵

(3.5)
where MA and MB are the molecular weights of A and B, respectively. One
can write similar expressions for CB` and CB0

by replacing XB↵ with the
appropriate mole-based composition, viz.

CB` =
MBXB`

MA + (MB � MA)XB`
; CB0

=
MBXB0

MA + (MB � MA)XB0

(3.6)
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Most phase diagram reference books provide diagrams drawn with re-
spect to both mole and mass fraction. Following the same lever rule con-
struction gives f↵ and f`, the mass fractions of ↵ and liquid, respectively

f↵ =
CB` � CB0

CB` � CB↵
; f` =

CB0

� CB↵

CB` � CB↵
(3.7)

Finally, we can use the densities of the phases to also compute volume
fractions.

g↵ =
f↵/⇢↵

f↵/⇢↵ + f`/⇢`
=

⇢`f↵
⇢`f↵ + ⇢↵f`

; g` =
⇢↵f`

⇢`f↵ + ⇢↵f`
(3.8)

Note that if MA = MB , then CB⌫ = XB⌫ and �⌫ = f⌫ . Also, if ⇢` = ⇢↵, then
f⌫ = g⌫ . Obviously, this is never exactly the case, but for some alloys, such
as Al-Si, whose densities are very similar, it is a reasonable approximation.

Key Concept 3.4: Equilibrium phase fractions

For an alloy of molar composition XB0

, when two phases are in equilib-
rium having molar compositions XB` and XB↵, respectively, the molar
fractions of the two phases in equilibrium are given by

�↵ =
XB` � XB0

XB` � XB↵
; �` =

XB0

� XB↵

XB` � XB↵

When the compositions are written in terms of the mass fractions, CB`

and CB↵, the mass fractions of the phases are given by

f↵ =
CB` � CB0

CB` � CB↵
; f` =

CB0

� CB↵

CB` � CB↵

The volume fractions of the respective phases can be derived from the
mass fractions using the densities of the phases, yielding

g↵ =
⇢`f↵

⇢`f↵ + ⇢↵f`
; g` =

⇢↵f`
⇢`f↵ + ⇢↵f`

Phase fraction calculations are most often carried out using mass frac-
tions, and we thus proceed using this form. In such calculations, it is often
convenient to idealize local regions of the phase diagram, representing the
solidus and liquidus curves as straight lines

Tliq = Tf + m`C`; Tsol = Tf + msCs (3.9)

where Tf is the melting temperature of the pure component, and m` and ms

are the slopes of the liquidus and solidus lines, respectively. Clearly, the
isomorphous system would use different slopes for different composition
ranges. Note that the index B has been omitted in the composition and
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that index ↵ has been replaced by s for the sake of clarity. Solving Eqs. (3.9)
for the compositions, gives us

C` =
Tliq � Tf

m`
; Cs =

Tsol � Tf

ms
(3.10)

A measure of the difference in composition between the solid and liq-
uid is the segregation coefficient k

0

, defined as the ratio Cs/C`. When the
liquidus and solidus are linearized, then k

0

= m`/ms is constant. However,
this is usually applicable only over small ranges of temperature and com-
position. When the linear form is used, the inverse lever rule, Eq. (3.4),
can be written in terms of the temperature and k

0

. For example, for an
alloy of composition C

0

at a temperature T in the two phase region, the
solid fraction fs is given by

fs =
1

1 � k
0

T � Tliq(C0

)

T � Tf
(3.11)

where Tliq(C0

) is the liquidus temperature for this alloy. One can also track
the solidification path, i.e., the sequence of compositions taken by the solid
and liquid phases during solidification, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The solid
phase composition follows the solidus curve, while the liquid phase fol-
lows that of the liquidus. Note that the composition of each phase is uni-
form at any instant since equilibrium is assumed, i.e., the transformation
takes place slowly enough that diffusion in all phases reaches steady state.
The solidification interval or freezing range of an alloy, written �T

0

(C
0

), is
simply given by the temperature interval over which the solid and liquid
phases co-exist, i.e., �T

0

(C
0

) = Tliq(C0

) � Tsol(C0

) (see Fig. 3.2).
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Fig. 3.2 The solidification path for alloy XB0 in a simple isomorphous system.


